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This office was the driving force for Anastasios Papama-
karios to set goals and exceed them. His fellow citizens 
recognized his genuine interest and his exceptional pro-
fessionalism and consequently, in 1983 and 1994 two of his 
subsequent offices were opened.
This course continued at the same pace, and today we 
own 5 branches in Attica and the establishment of the 
European-style main offices in Pallini.

Valuable additions to the evolution of Papamakarios Funer-
al Services were the son and grandchildren of the founder, 
Mr. George Papamakarios, Anastasios Papamakarios, and 
Stylianos Papamakarios. One of the most important high-
lights was the replacement the previously known term 
“Funeral Home” with “Funeral Services”, thus launching a 
new definition for the entire industry.
In the eyes of the Papamakarios family, funeral was a social 
service, not a profession. After all, our founder’s principles 
were non-negotiable - quality, professionalism, care. In 
one word, anthropocentric.

The premises are proprietary and designed to meet all 
the needs of the people who come to our offices, where 
they will be welcomed by our specially trained personnel. 
We have our own fleet of vehicles to ensure the quality for 
which we are known.



Funeral

With respect to the value 
of religious ceremonies, we 
undertake the organization 
of every funeral, combining 
luxury with your finances.

The focus of our services is 
on people. In our office we 
take care of the wishes of 
the family and the de-
ceased by organizing all the 
details to make your wishes 
come true.

Cremation

Political funeral

Respecting the decisions of 
each person, we organize 
the best funeral services for 
the farewell of your loved 
one, exactly as they wished.

Your loved one deserves to 
rest wherever they wished. 
Our team takes care of ev-
ery stage of the journey to 
the desired burial site.

Repatriation

Memorials

Each funeral is a tribute 
and an integral part of our 
traditions and customs. Our 
team is here to help you 
honor your traditions in the 
most reliable and cost-ef-
fective way.

Our office relieves you of 
any procedural stress, 
taking care of every detail 
for the safe and dignified 
transportation of the body 
of your loved one.

Transportation of the body



Pallini

MAIN OFFICES

17th km. Marathonos Avenue 
Tel: +30 210 60 40 900

Marathonos Avenue 215
Tel: +30 22940 98 888

Nea Makri

Pallini
Ethnikis  Antistaseos 14
Tel:  +30 210 60 29 781

Fleming Avenue 1
Tel: +30 22940 22 335

Rafina

Kantza - Glyka Nera
Leontariou 70  

Tel: +30 210 60 40 900

Papakonstantinou 20
Tel: +30 22990 24 770

Markopoulo

We are here for you, 24 hours a day, (7 days a week), we provide our services all over Greece & Abroad

papamakarios.com.gr
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